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From the illustrator of I Love Dad and I Love Mom comes a joyful celebration of grandparents

everywhere and the special bonds they share with their grandchildren.Iâ€™m off to Gran and

Grandpaâ€™s, with a big smile on my face. I always feel wrapped up in love, when I stay at their

place!  A visit to Gran and Grandpaâ€™s is always a special time filled with sweet treats, fun, and

love.
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The extraordinary bond a young child enjoys with a grandparent is expressed through a series

ofactivities they share.Whether through an overnight visit at Gran and Grandpa&#39;sor a fun-filled

summer day trip, this child enjoys the particular affection and endearing rapport that only a

grandparent can provide. Sleepovers at Gran and Grandpa&#39;s house include a bedroom filled

with toys, an abundance of delicious cupcakes and ice cream cones, and time tinkering in

Grandpa&#39;s shed. An anthropomorphic zebra family takes center stage, with a supporting cast

of friendly jungle animals, in boldly hued engaging scenes that include a day at the fair and a

swimming jaunt. Time spent snuggling and reading and a bedtime"kiss night-night" conclude the

special visits. While the simplicityof the message of shared love is evident, it is the beauty and

strength of the relationships fostered between the elder generation and its youngsters that come

through for adults sharing this story with children. Sweet and appealing for the preschool set and a



winning gift purchase for the grandparent crowd.(Picture book. 3-5) (Kirkus Reviews 6/1/16)

Claire Freedman is the author of several picture books, including Pirates Love Underpants!;

Dinosaurs Love Underpants!; Aliens Love Underpants!; Snuggle Up, Sleepy Ones; One Magical

Day; A Magical Christmas; Dilly Duckling, and My Grandparents Love Me. She lives in Essex,

England.Judi Abbot studied illustration in Milan, Italy. She is the author and illustrator of Mouseâ€™s

Christmas Wish. She is also the illustrator of several books for children, including The Biggest Kiss,

The Perfect Hug, and I Love Mom, all written by Joanna Walsh.

perfect book for new granddaughter on the way; wanted a special book to insert with gift, from

grandparents; & this was exactly what I was looking for.

We gave this book to my son's grandparents with his hand print inside. They read it together and

absolutely love it! It's a really special book. It's written as a kid's book but I think grandparents find it

endearing.

Love this book. Good Quality - very nice paged paper and beautiful colored illustrations. I bought

this for my parents to read to my children as a grandparents and my kids and parents loved it!

the book cover on edges were messed up a little frayed.. will be a shower gift and looks used on

paper cover other than that got it in a timely matter

My mom bought this as a shower card instead of the typical baby shower greeting card. It's such a

heartwarming book.and beautifully illustrated

My Thoughts-This is a feel good book for youngsters. It is full of love and laughs that ensue with

grandparents, and really brings a smile to your face as your read all the wonderful times little zebra

experiences. My favorite and true line being, "I don't know how Gran's handbag, which doesn't look

that full, has all we need for our day out...it must be magical." Oh boy, that is my mom right there.

There is not a huge plot, just a fun time with grandma and grandpa.The illustrations are all colorful

and have a base theme of purple! Love purple, it is an underused color. Loads of other animals are

present, playing with their own families, and kids will love searching them out. Just the way the artist

expressed things conveyed love and laughter. I'm giving this one 4 stars!



Some books just scream, "Gift book!" My Grandparents Love Me is one of these. The story is filled

with all the wonderful experiences that grandchildren and their grandparents can have together.

This one is the ideal present for a grandchild.

Enjoyed it.
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